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AS THE SUN RISES IN THE EAST. . .

My dear brothers, friends, and family,

I am so grateful to again be addressing you from the Master’s column. Here in 
this column the lodge receives instruction from the Master. It is the Master’s 
tracing board. The Master’s Trestleboard column is where a tone can be set 
that helps define a lodge’s culture. I take it also as a place to expound for a 
few minutes on something important about Freemasonry and speak to it’s 
outer teaching. I use my other column to speak of history and the esoteric 
as I seek to understand what our Great Craft is really all about, but here I 
like to look at the outer teaching; that stuff we as Masons should all know 
and agree upon. Things like the concepts of Brotherly Love, Relief, and 
Truth, which I have written about, and about things like Faith, Hope and 
Charity, and the three great pillars: Wisdom, Strength and Beauty, which I 
also recently wrote about.

This column should be where you read about announcements about upcoming 
practices and degrees, welcoming new members, and announcements for 
upcoming social events, but we are still Shelter in Place.  Please do not relax 
your guard. Wear the mask. Keep some distance. Sterlize your hands before 
taking the mask off. With any luck we may be six months away from some 
treatment modalities.  It might take a year before medicine allows the more 
fragile among us to breath freely.  Tough it out.  Stay the course.  Don’t give 
up yet. If you get bored or depressed call some friends. I try to call someone 
every single night (unless I have a Zoom). You can call me. I’m sitting out 
here in a social desert too.

Brothers Hector and Sean have articles in the Trestleboard this month, 
updating us on their part of lodge management; please make sure to give 
them a read. We are blessed to have so many good men that are so capable 
and care so deeply for our lodge and our Gentle Craft.

I encourage everyone to login to the new Grand Lodge website (https://
www.freemason.org). You’ll have to create a new account for yourself, and 
then spend a few minutes familiarizing yourself with where things are. One 
thing that is a little confusing is once you’re logged in, you’re kind of in a 
different website than where you started. If you want to look for something 
that is on the actual front end website, the public version, you’ll have to go 
back or open a new window and go there again as there’s no navigation to 
get you there from the logged in Members site. You can see the difference 
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in the address bar: the logged in site is member.freemason.org, and the 
public side, the front end, is just www.freemason.org.  While you’re on the 
public side, please donate to the charity of your choice (it’s only available at 
https://www.freemason.org, not the members site, which seems odd), but 
especially the Distressed Worthy Brother campaign, and in my opinion 
the Masonic Homes should be right up there with your philanthropy, or a 
close second, but that’s just my opinion, please give to the program of your 
choice, it all needs our support. And of course we hope the 12 lodge officers 
contribute so we can maintain our many long years of uninterrupted 100% 
giving status at Annual Communication. That said, the donation pages are 
broken at the time of this writing. I contacted Grand Lodge and they said 
they’d let me know when it’s fixed, but it must be difficult; it’s been several 
days. Hopefully by the time you read this it’ll be fixed.

Speaking of Annual Communication, as far as I know, how that will transpire 
has not been determined, or at least been disseminated to the membership 
yet. I have heard that the Grand Line is progressing; they will have an 
installation, probably live streamed, but as for legislation, we’ll just have to 
wait and see.

Freemasonry has numerous lessons to teach, but as you well know, 
experiencing the three degrees and memorizing a bit of what occurred is 
little education on what Freemasonry is really all about. Blue lodge is in the 
business of making Masons so that good men might have an opportunity to 
discover the mysteries for himself. One must be a Mason at heart in order to 
become a Mason, so at the very onset there is a particular set of self inspection 
that must have occurred in one’s life prior getting to wear the ring. But after 
the ring goes on, after you wear your apron as a Master Mason, we’re pretty 
much on our own again. Some Masons are left to wonder: “when is the 
education on becoming a better man going to happen?”, and “where is the 
education on all this supposed mystery school tradition stuff that the lodge 
room is filled with?” I’m here to tell you where that education occurs: with 
your fingers ordering books from Amazon, and with your fingers typing 
searches in Google and YouTube. 

What would you search for? “More info on Freemasonry”? Naw, that’s likely 
to be far too broad. You’d get a gazillion results with no clear direction. I 
suggest you pick a narrow scope. Perhaps you are curious about ashlars. I 
had our lodge’s ashlars carved shortly after getting the degrees; I researched 
it quite a bit and visited many other lodges to see their ashlars. Ours measure 
9” x 9” x 9” and are made from Sierra White Granite. 9” cubed doesn’t sound 
very big, but if I remember right I think they’re about 85 or 90 pounds each. 
They’re pretty significant. Coolest ashlars I’ve seen yet. Such a query can send 
one down a path of discovery. Perhaps you wonder about the Lesser Lights, 
or what the columns mean (which I wrote about last month from just such 



a query). Your research will lead you to the real information Freemasonry 
holds close, information that Freemasonry wants you to find but you must 
find on your own.

One website your internet travels should stop upon is https://
speculativemasonry.com. Here we find this quote: “The purpose of life is 
not to be happy. It is to be useful, to be honorable, to be compassionate, to 
have it make some difference that you have lived and lived well.” ― Ralph 
Waldo Emerson.  Ralph Waldo Emerson? Here’s a path of discovery.

http://gnosis.org is another stop you should make if you dare to open your 
mind to the fact that maybe there is something WAY bigger at the root of 
Freemasonry than you might have thought, something bigger than most 
of your Blue Lodge elders are even aware of, or maybe have been afraid to 
look down that hallway.

Also, there are quite a few books that might interest you at Amazon available 
in eBook format, so you can read them on your phone or tablet at a fraction 
of the cost of buying paper versions. I know “real paper books are so much 
more satisfying”, but a lot of these books are a fairly quick read. Most of the 
main points are made by half way through, with a lot of filler stuff to fill up 
a book’s worth of content. Ebooks are not a bad thing when you look at how 
inexpensive they are and how quickly you’ll devour the useful information. 
Also look for used copies at Amazon; I almost always buy a used book if it’s 
available. When you buy as many books as I do, the savings adds up.

Remember to put on your autodidactic hat when reading our Masonic 
authors. By that I mean most of these people read some sources, looked 
at some symbolism, maybe studied some Masonic art, and made up their 
minds what it means. They are no smarter than you are. Consider the 
source material for yourself and come up with your own opinion. I gotta say 
though, some of the work that has been done out there is simply amazing. 
Christopher Knight, famous for “The Hiram Key” (a great read) has two 
books that are really mind blowing: “Civilization One, The World Is Not As 
You Thought It Was” and “Who Built The Moon” came out of his research 
for The Hiram Key and are truly unique discoveries that will turn your 
world view upside down.

I very much encourage any and all of you that might read a website or read 
a book about some aspect of our Craft to write an article about what you 
learned. It need not be well written. It could be long or short. Often the best 
way to really understand a subject is to share what you learned. Send that 
article to me and it’s highly likely it will end up in the Trestleboard. The 
Trestleboard is not meant to be my personal book every month. If we get 
enough such articles, maybe we can put out a special anthology. Freemasonry 
is far more than just putting on degrees. Share with us what you learn.



The Masonic symbolism thing that has really been on my mind this last 
month is the two pillars of Jachin and Boaz. If you’re keeping pace with me 
in my other column, you’ll understand why I continue to be curious about 
these enigmatic historically referenced but gone from the world obelisks. 
Specifically I am quite convinced that the twin pillars form the root of an 
ancient global science that we see employed by those that built the giant 
enigmatic cathedrals, mosques, government buildings and insane asylums 
of the not so distant past. But here I want to look at the outer teaching about 
the pillars.  What do we know about them in the mainstream historical 
(that would be biblical and rabbinical) narrative? How does that compare 
to the instruction we receive about Jachin and Boaz in the second degree? 
Well, for starters, everything I found online from Jewish sources and other 
biblical researcher sites have Jachin and Boaz at a size different from what 
our second degree Middle Chamber Lecture says they were.

I can’t imagine that what our second degree says about the dimensions of 
the columns to be so secret that I can not speak of it, and ultimately the 
only things we are really sworn to secrecy on is our modes of recognition, 
yet the information is in cypher in our memorizing books, so I’m not going 
to publish it, so here’s what I suggest: pull out your cypher if you have one 
and wade through the code and try to remember what it means. If you can’t 
read it, call an officer that has done the Middle Chamber lecture and have 
them read it to you. If you do not have a cypher, then I suggest the same 
thing: call somebody that is or has gone through the chairs and ask them. 
Do you think I might have a not so subtle ulterior motive here, like give you 
an excuse to call a brother? ;-)

I will however tell you what the mainstream narrative says about Jachin 
and Boaz. Wikipedia, the first place to go for questionable information on 
the internet says: The pillars had a size nearly six feet thick and 27 feet tall. 
The eight-foot high brass chapiters, or capitals, on top of the columns bore 
decorations, in brass, of lilies. The original measurement as taken from the 
Torah was in cubits, which records that the pillars were 18 cubits high and 
12 cubits around, and hollow—four fingers thick. (Jeremiah 52:21–22). Nets 
of checkerwork covered the bowl of each chapiter, decorated with rows of 
200 pomegranates, wreathed with seven chains for each chapiter, and topped 
with lilies (1 Kings 7:13–22, 41–42).

The pillars did not survive the destruction of the First Temple; Jeremiah 
52:17 reports: “The Chaldeans broke up the bronze columns of the House 
of the Lord”. II Kings 25:13 has a similar account. The pillars were carried 
away in pieces for ease of transportation. When the Second Temple was 
built, they were not returned and there exists no record of new pillars being 
constructed to replace them. According to the first-century Romano-Jewish 
scholar Josephus’ book Antiquities of the Jews, Boaz (Hebrew זַעֹּב boʿaz “In 



him/it [is] strength”) stood on the left on the portico of Solomon’s Temple, 
while Jachin (Hebrew ןיִכָי yakin “He/it will establish”) stood on the right, 
and the two were made by an Israelite craftsman named Hiram.

When you look at the difference in dimensions in our cypher, remember 
that nothing in Freemasonry is made up out of whole cloth and whimsy. 
Those numbers are probably different than the biblical texts for a reason. In 
Freemasonry these inconsistencies point to the esoteric, but I said I’d stay 
away from that in this column.

If you Google about our Masonic pillars of Jachin and Boaz you will find 
many long essays written by Masonic scholars that frankly go so far down 
paths of presumed meaning that I can’t buy into it. What we know about 
the original pillars is very little, they did not survive antiquity, and Masonry 
took several freedoms with their representation which all point more to the 
esoteric than any overtly “outer” teaching.

I think what they should really mean to us as Masons is very simple: they 
flank our admission into the lodge on six different occasions during the 
degrees (two times in each degree). Most of our focus in the three degrees 
is about the building of the temple, but when we enter from between the 
pillars to hear the Middle Chamber lecture it is impressed upon our mind 
that when we enter the lodge from between the pillars, we are not entering a 
Masonic lodge per. se., but rather entering King Solomon’s Temple itself, to 
find in the center the Holy of Holies, the Arc of the Covenant, the covenant 
within the arc being the ten commandments tablets. This is where God would 
appear, and the Arc of the Covenant was veiled by a series of veils supported 
by 4 columns, but that hints at an entirely different degree.

Please let me know what you think Jachin and Boaz represent. They are a 
very significant feature in a Masonic lodge and worthy of our study.

Michael McKeown



Hello Brothers, 
Happy August to everyone. We haven’t been doing much Masonry 
these past months. But the brothers are getting together each Wed 
night via zoom to talk about practices and plans for the future. The 
Hall continues to meet regularly and work with our tenants during 
this challenging time.

The Shelter-in-Place order for Napa County can be found at:
https://www.countyofnapa.org/DocumentCenter/View/17112/
Shelter-at-Home-Order-4-22-2020--?bidId=

Please reach out to any of the Lodge Officers if you are in need of 
assistance.

Fraternally,

Sean Harris PM
Secretary
seanharris007@gmail.com
(925)352-5987

NV Lodge #93 Secretary Message





Greetings Brethren, 

I hope and pray all of you are doing well during this time of 
uncertainty.  We are now heading into the final month of Summer, 
and your St. Helena Masonic Temple Board continues to do it’s 
best to maintain the business of our historic Lodge building.  The 
“secretary’s office” , now known as the administration office, is in 
the final stretches of improvements making it a more professional 
and functional space.  Heating and air conditioning is now being 
routed into the office, and couldn’t come at a more appropriate time 
given the heat this summer.  Our internet and wireless infrastructure 
has also been improved and updated as of late.  Also our beloved 
Charter’s mounting in its frame was repaired, and it once again is 
displayed prominently in our Lodge room.

Finally, the impact of COVID-19 on the blood supply is potentially 
catastrophic for patients in our communities, and St. Helena is no 
exception. Nationally, thousands of blood drives have canceled.  
While schools as well as many businesses remain closed, patients 
continue to require donated blood products to save their lives. In the 
past, the quarterly St. Helena Community Blood Drive was always 
held at our local firehouse.  Unfortunately, that is no longer feasible.  
Vitalant, the organization that currently runs and administers our 
local blood donation centers, has reached out to your St. Helena 
Masonic Temple Association for help in providing a location for the 
St. Helena Blood Drive to take place.  The Temple Board has voted 
unanimously to answer this call for help and we will host the next Up 
Valley blood drive on Friday August 7th in the dining room space of 
the Lodge only.  

Below is the information regarding the time and dates, along with 
the COVID-19 procedures the Vitalant staff are putting in place.  If 
you wish to participate in the blood drive on this day please go to 
www.vitalant.org for reservations. 

St. Helena MaSonic teMple aSSociation,
preSident MeSSage



Blood Drive

 1.   Drive Date: Friday, August 7
     2.   Drive Hours: 12:00 pm – 5:00 pm
     3.   Vitalant Staff of Site: 10:30 am – 7:00 pm
     4.  Appointments: 32 appointment slots  
     5.  Chairs: 25
     6.  Tables: 8 
 

What steps will be taken to reduce transmission of COVID-19?

 1. We are encouraging appointments to reduce crowding.
     2. Appointments are limited to reduce waiting.
     3. Walk-ins will be accommodated only if space allows.        
       Otherwise, we will take the person’s contact information and   
  call them when/if a space opens up.
     4. We are changing our set up to meet social distancing    
  requirements.
     5. Donors and Vitalant Staff are required to wear face mask.
     6. Vitalant staff follow rigorous safety and disinfection protocols  
  at blood drives and donation centers.
     7. We are taking temperatures upon entry of the donation   
  center/blood drive.
     8. To learn more, visit https://www.vitalant.org/COVID-FAQs. 
 

Vitalant now offering free testing for the COVID-19 antibodies for 
all donors. 

Fraternally,

Hector Marroquin PM
President
St. Helena Masonic Temple Association
PO Box 243
St. Helena, CA 94574
administration@shmta.org
(720) 841-7340 mobile
(707) 963-3210 office



My dear patient brethren, 

I am so grateful that you have followed me on my quest to discover if the 
esoteric in Freemasonry points to a set of real secrets that I think might 
be at the root of our Gentle Craft. I suggest these secrets might have been 
hidden in plain sight at a time when the great minds of the world saw this 
information about to be lost, perhaps forcibly, and so hid it in the fabric of 
Freemasonry. I had at first some years ago suggested that they hid it too well, 
and that combined with information drift over the centuries this has made 
it difficult to ferret out, but now with our eyes opened this information is 
starting to look pretty obvious. The briefest look at the primary elements 
of our symbolism brings us directly to those hidden messages. The first has 
to do with “who we really are” as a human species, which the Point Within 
a Circle directs our attention to. I wrote extensively on the subject in my 
first years writing this column, but the short answer to who we really are 
is eternal spiritual beings. We are all one entity, one body, but making a 
mistake of distinction. The next secret has to do with where we came from, 
in other words, our real history, and we are now discovering together that 
the monks that wrote the indo-european history that we were all taught 
our world history from, themselves wrote that they copied earlier books, 
“fixed their errors” according to their belief structure, and then burned the 
originals. We have learned that they created a thousand extra years of history 
that did not happen. And the final secret has to do with the lost technology 
that was used to build the megalithic stone buildings all around the world, 
a technology that appears to have utilized an understanding of dielectricity, 
which Plato published the math of and so was known in antiquity, and this 
ancient technology appears to have utilized sound vibration, frequency, or 
another way to say it is a “word” that was lost.

In this month’s article we continue our look at stone architecture looking 
for clues to the technology that I suggest is hidden within Freemasonry, and 
specifically we are going to look at what are called Star Forts.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqIa-NpzAfg is a good explanation 
of the standard historical context of how star forts were used as a shield 
around a town. We are taught that these star forts allowed shooters (bow 
and arrow and later black powder musket) to hit threats approaching from 
any angle, and the only way to counter the defense was siege warfare. Siege 
warfare meant ringing the star fort with encampments placed along lines 
drawn out from the points of the star fort far outside of shooting range. 
Ditches were dug in angles towards the fort, and between the encampments. 

Michael’s Masonic esoterica



All this digging cost a lot of money we are told. In some cases the trenches 
involved miles and miles of digging and took years. Siege warfare was thus 
very expensive. Additionally, after black powder came into use, 300 24 pound 
steel balls took 2,000 pounds of black powder, so there was also that cost, 
plus it’s transportation cost. These balls were shot into the fort in the hopes 
(and frequent success) that the people inside would overthrow the leadership 
and give up the fort. In some cases though a siege would last for decades.

I have some questions about this narrative however, as a growing thesis 
among modern historians is that humans may once have lived in peace and 
harmony with each other with a globally connected consciousness, and the 
concept of hate, envy and greed leading humans to kill humans in warfare 
had been taught to us once our enlightenment was lost.  It could be that it 
is easier for humans to become enlightened if the Earth were vibrating at 
a specific frequency. Perhaps the whole world was enlightened because we 
tuned the planet to vibrate at that specific frequency. Perhaps our fall was 
from the destruction of the technology that did that.

Additionally, we have seen significant evidence that the people that built 
other giant stone buildings at the time star forts were built employed 
elemental earth energies for power and healing and had the ability to work 
with stone in a softened state. So maybe the star forts might have been built 
for a different purpose, one who’s angles are perfect energy receptors or 
transmitters or something and necessarily would also make good musket 
shooting stations by a later people that took them over, not understanding 
their original purpose.

Without knowing a great deal of individual siege histories as to why a 
particular star fort was desirable to be sieged upon, the few I did expose 
myself to lead me to think the reasons weren’t all that great for the huge cost 
that putting on a siege took. However, if star forts were part of a previous 
civilization’s world-wide planet tuned energy system, maybe the technology 
inside the forts was the real motivation for the attack.

So now you have a cliff note version of both suggested histories of star forts. 
The old one and the new version. Now please do a Google search for star fort 
images and look at some star forts and see which history you think makes 
more sense, and I can tell you already you will come away stunned by the 
shear immensity of the structures, the perfection of the giant stones, and the 
fact there are hundreds, perhaps thousands, located all over the planet, and a 
very surprising number of them in our own country. One thing to ponder is 
how similar all the star forts are, even when located in diverse cultural areas.

Once again let me remind you why an article on star forts belongs in an 



esoteric Masonry column. My query is that Freemasonry might have at 
it’s root a secret that has to do with the working of large heavy megalithic 
stone blocks, and that maybe this secret had to be hidden under duress 
and maybe they hid it too good. So I have looked at the stone architecture 
leading up to the first Grand Lodge in 1717, for surely Masonry must have 
existed for long before that for it to reach the point of forming a grand lodge, 
and see if I saw clues to anything worth hiding, and oh boy did we find it. 
We found massive stone cathedrals with hundreds of metal dipole antenna 
looking things, metal rods hanging down inside the steeples, twin Jachin 
and Boaz like towers in front, with a massive Rose Circle cymatic signature 
between them. We found these buildings all over the world and learned of 
Tartaria, a global civilization that had very advanced stone working ability 
and some kind of powerful free energy system that was largely wiped out 
by a cataclysmic event or war in the 1400’s and struggled on with a remnant 
of their previous technology still intact until two more times the planet was 
again besieged (like my choice of word here?) by cataclysm in the 1690’s 
and again perhaps around 1845 and the last of Tartaria, the global Moorish 
civilization, was lost, it’s technology buried, and the people that survived 
dug out the buildings and claimed they built them.

So I was like, yep, there’s some tech involved here for sure. And then we 
looked at early photographs which show giant power station/cathedral/
mosque type buildings with spires high in the sky in the distance, and in 
the near distance we see rough shod wood buildings and horse and buggy 
people and I certainly do not think they built those giant stone buildings 
in the background.

As I went down this path of exploration and discovery, star forts came 
across my awareness. Like most any boy became man I was certainly aware 
of the concept of star forts in the traditional historical context, designed to 
be able to shoot attackers from any angle. Until I started actually looking 
at them. There are small ones and giant massive countryside filling ones. 
There are many along coasts, they exist on nearly every continent, and there 
are examples of many star forts for which only perhaps one point’s remnant 
remains on the shore, but a giant crater in what would have been the middle 
of the star fort as if some truly massive bomb when off in it.

When we look at star forts we are struck by the shear magnitude of the 
constructions. In some cases utilizing many tens of millions of smaller rock 
or brick, with very long and exceedingly tall walls that are laser straight. 
We see others with massive stones, star forts that cover giant swaths of the 
country side, and others that are so small as to not be worth the effort to build 
if only to protect the few buildings enclosed by it. Star forts are magnificently 



beautiful. Some involve dozens of points around the circumference with 
layer inside of layer of more rings of points arrayed at different alignments 
so that it looks like a giant geometric flower. They have symmetry and 
perfection. Many (perhaps all) are constructed alongside canals and some 
water is diverted around and through the middle of the star fort, and those 
canals are in some cases hundreds of miles long of perfectly engineered laser 
straight stone walls. Because of our study of old world stone architecture, 
you will now recognize these star forts and canals as built by the same people 
that built the cathedrals and the giant stone Romanesque buildings that are 
today used as government buildings, city halls and libraries. We know these 
people had the ability to place these constructions on a giant world wide 
geometric grid. We know they understood how to utilize dielectricity, or 
the ether. We know this because for one, Plato recorded the math of how 
dielectricity behaves in his book Republic, so the knowledge existed in the 
distant past, and two, we now recognize the hundreds of non-christian 
shaped metal spires on cathedrals as dipole antennas and mosque’s 3 layers 
of copper onion shaped tops as giant capacitors. We see the Jachin and Boaz 
towers as a repeating element, perhaps giant van-degraff generators, with 
frequency diagrams in the form of rose circles between them.

I do not believe these people built star forts to protect from bows and arrows 
and later black powder muskets as sieges with steel balls and dead cows flung 
into the middle were far more effective than mounting a frontal assault. I 
think the people that actually built the star forts had weaponry that was much 
more ferocious.  Perhaps on the creating the Sahara Desert level of weaponry. 
Maybe the ability to bring destruction and cataclysm upon the entire planet. 
I think the star forts were a part of, or maybe a different implementation 
of, this global society’s harvesting of or creating electrical power. I think 
maybe the real reason for siege warfare later on was the destruction of the 
machinery of the old world technology within.

This destruction of the previous world’s technology continued after the 
cataclysm which again struck the planet some think in 1845, (some 
researchers suggest the cataclysm happened perhaps 1790 and the cleanup 
took until 1845), but then again in the late 1800’s we saw the previous world 
see more erasure as the Worlds Fairs were held in the most spectacular 
examples of the old world architecture which was then destroyed.

This previous “old world” civilization called themselves Tartaria, and they 
were largely a Moorish people, or black. It is thought one reason so many 
old statues have the nose broke off is to hide this fact, but Tartaria is shown 
on old maps as spanning most of the globe, so certainly while there was a 
strong Moorish influence in Europe and North America, it included nearly 



all ethnicities. It appears the Tartarians were made up of two human species, 
normal sized, and giants. We see evidence for that in our own country, with 
over 1,000 early newspaper reports from around the country about people 
finding giant skeletons as they were digging basements or root cellars. 
Always the Smithsonian is mentioned as coming to collect the skeleton, 
but we have none to show now. Maybe that was 1000 little science fiction 
stories editors were printing in the newspapers, but they don’t read that way; 
the ones I’ve looked at are short and to the point. And then we have these 
incredible stone buildings all over our country with massive giant doors, 
windows that start at a normal person’s head, steps too large to navigate, 
punt guns, giant books, etc.

The Cheops pyramid and it’s ilk, as well as megalithic structures like 
Saqsaywaman, Angor Watt, Gobekli Tepe, Tiwanaku, Petra, and Mohenjo 
Daro to name a few, to differing degrees demonstrate a capability of working 
with stone and the global geometric grid at a, well, “megalithic” level. 
There is evidence of a global cataclysm and after that the next architectural 
expression of knowledge of working with stone, dielectricity, and the world 
grid, perhaps at a more refined level in some ways, are the people that 
built the star forts, castles, cathedrals, mosques, and similar Indo-eurasian 
“temples” as well as Romanesque buildings with giant stone columns that 
we see all over the planet.

There is evidence there was another global cataclysm that again re-set the 
world population, and the next example we see in the architectural record of 
a knowledge and utilization of stone work, dielectricity, and the world grid 
are the people that built more with brick than with giant stone blocks. They 
had free electricity radiant heaters that have been mistaken for fireplaces, 
wireless electric street lights, and wireless electric street cars, all of which 
we have photos of. This final utilization of the world grid and free energy 
system disappeared in our recent past, and is still being destroyed today, 
either through ignorance or intent is hard to say, but I do think the secrets 
Freemasonry holds in hiding were hidden under duress, and the reason for 
that duress is still extant on the planet.

Next month we will look at stone sculptures of the period leading up to 1717, 
for if Freemasonry holds a secret about working with stone, and certainly 
we see evidence that such technology existed in stone architecture, then we 
should see it employed at smaller scale in sculpture. We may even take a 
sidelong glance at the great oil painters of those periods as well, for there 
seems to be clues there too.

Michael McKeown
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